
                   WHEEL COVER FITTING & SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
* DO NOT PEEL OFF THE PROTECTIVE ANTI SCRATCH FILMS OR PUT A VINYL 
STICKER ON UNTIL YOU HAVE CHECKED THAT IT FITS *
There are over 255 sizes for 4x4s & Vans divided into 24 Groups. Each ring fits 10 
sizes within its group for example a ring of diameter 27 inches & width 8.4 inches 
(Group 3) would fit both 215/65/16 as well as 215/70/15 as they are both exactly the 
same diameter & width.  Therefore please do not assume you have the wrong size if 
you see that the writing on the box or disc is different. This is a complex bespoke 
product - not an off the shelf standard item so please bear with us if you have an issue.
WATCH THE HOOK   – Please ensure that the hook part of the closing latch does not 
catch on the edge of the actual ring but sits firmly in the locking slot. Forcing the lever 
with the hook catching the rubber or edge can break & damage the ring edge. This 
will be visible upon return & in such instances no refund or replacement will be made.
DENTS  In the rare instance where there is a small dent on the wheel please be fair 
and do try to remove it first by means of a firm push from the underside. Just put the 
wheel on a carpet & gently push out the dent from the inside using the heel of your 
foot or hand carefully. Garages have a dent pulling suction puller & this can also be 
used if it’s a big dent. In extreme damage cases we will assist to lodge a claim with 
the couriers & will need photographs emailing to us showing the dent within 7 days
IF IT DOES NOT FIT PLEASE TRY THE FOLLOWING FIRST:-

 Check your Tyre pressure; if it’s loose it may require increasing or decreasing.
 Is your tyre worn or brand new? (sometimes it may be easier to swop tyres)
 You can LEAVE A GAP between the two edges if the ring appears too short
 You can also OVERLAP the two edges of the rings if the ring appears too big
 In some cases you can put your old soft cover on the tyre to grip the ring better 

or use some leather padding strip to assist. Be careful to check that it is firm.
 The width of the ring may be a little smaller or a little wider & that is also 

acceptable & normal due to the fact that there is a bend a curve at the edges
 Check that the tyre size of your spare tyre is the same as the other four tyres!
 Try the RING ONLY first without the centre disc. It could be the centre disc 

thats stopping you from closing the ring.  The edges of the centre disc can be 
gently rubbed down /grinded to reduce the size by a mm or two.

 Note that there are two locking adjustments. The hook slots plus a fine tuning 
adjustment underneath where you can revolve the bracket round to adjust.

EXCHANGE & RETURN - We will assist in exchanging the cover where the size is 
incorrect or it has been damaged badly beyond repair in transit within 7 days. In the 
event that you gave us the wrong size we will only charge for the carriage. We 
recommend www.parcel2go.com  who only charge 5.99 via DHL Yodel etc 2-3 days 
collection to collect the box from your house & deliver it to us) Returns must be 
within 7 days & by prior arrangement only at the cost of the buyer in the original box 
with the centre disc & keys . If you leave negative feedback quickly before contacting
us we will not assist you - We prefer to resolve all issues amicably & honestly.

      SAFETY & MAINTENANCE
This is a metal product & may have sharp edges - Mind your hands & wear 
gloves. Please regularly check the tightness of your tyre cover. If this is loose or the 
lock is faulty do not use it on the road. Remember to keep your keys safe. Children 
should be kept away. Use a light oil spray or wax /polish regularly to keep your 
ring shiny & make sure the lock is at the bottom to ensure water drainage. Avoid
high intensive action automatic car washes. If your ring gets scratched & as it gets 
older over the years you can colour paint the surface, or underside or disc.   No liability
for damage or injury either directly or indirectly is accepted & it is the sole 
responsibility of the vehicle user & owner to ensure that the item is firmly 
attached does not cause damage or injury to any person or persons.


